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Abstract. Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE) is a popular and 

widely adopted software engineering paradigm that has proven his usefulness 

and success to increase reusability and efficiency in various application 

domains. In this paper, we propose a common metamodel to support CBSE 

requirements taking into account the specificities of each domain. The resulting 

modeling framework serves primarily to capture the basic concepts of concerns 

related to component systems development based on the clear separation 

between the development process, interactions and the domain knowledge. 

1 Introduction 

Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) [1] has emerged as a promising key 

technology for developing and maintaining complex systems. CBSE focuses on 

building large software systems by integrating previously existing software 

components. The system is constructed by the composition and the connection of 

these components. It is a good solution to optimize time and cost of software design 

while still guaranteeing the quality of the software [2]. 

Various component models have been proposed to deal with system complexity in 

industrial and academic domains. Variety of those model's applications in constructing 

systems has proved their usefulness and success. Among these approaches, we can find 

general-purpose software component models such as Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) [3], 

CORBA Component Model (CCM) [4] which are well-established for CBSE in generic 

problem domains. On the other hand, to address a specific domain challenge, specific 

component models like KOALA [5] are proposed to deal with specialized domains like 

distributed, embedded or real time systems. 

Our first objective is to combine these two approaches – generic and specific 

component models – in order to propose a metamodel that overcome some of draw 

backs and take advantage of each approach.  In other terms, we propose a common 

representation of generic and specific component models taking into account domain 

specific concerns at the design level. 

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [9] is also another emerging approach in system 

development. The use of models has become a major paradigm in software 

engineering. Its use represents a significant advance in terms of level of abstraction, 



 

continuity, generality, and scalability. In this paper, we deal with these two 

technologies−CBSE and MDE−to propose a model-based component framework to 

get a common representation of component for several domains. The main motivation 

of this work is that the reuse of knowledge and expertise at high level is fundamental 

to guarantee quality systems. Inspired by the MDE methodology in which software is 

developed by constructing high level models, we propose a generic component 

metamodel−to capture generic concepts of CBSE approach –and then separate 

domain independent aspects of component model from those that are domain specific. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. In Section 2, we present the 

proposed approach and describe the GRIMACE metamodel.  Section 3 concludes the 

paper and presents ongoing work. 

2 The GRIMACE Approach 

The key idea presented in this work is to propose a common representation to target 

several domains of systems applications (e.g. distributed, embedded, real time, etc.). 

This representation allows to work at a higher abstraction level, which may 

significantly reduce the cost of system engineering. Our goal is to define the 

component based systems as easily and quickly as possible. To do this, the modeling 

framework must include simple abstractions known by the software developer. Our 

proposed architecture is based on models, which specify different levels of 

abstraction, helping developers to manage the inherent complexity of applications and 

facilitating the communication between the different contributors of software 

development.  

2.1 An Overview 

The approach is based on three levels of abstraction (see Fig. 1): GRIMACE 

metamodel, DICM model and DSCM model. In the following, we detail each of these 

models. 

GeneRIc MetAmodel for domain Component modElling (GRIMACE). In This level –

Metamodel level (M2) –we present a generic component metamodel that represents as 

its name suggests the abstract concepts of component based approach proposed by a 

large set of component models to describe software architectures. It provides the basic 

modeling elements for component based system: Component, Connector, Interface, 

Ports, etc. These elements are the basis for instantiating different component model.  

Domain Independent Component Model (DICM). This model is an instance of 

GRIMACE. This level is intended to generically represent component independently 

from the application domain. Hence, we will focus on the representation of generic 

component concepts, interaction and connection between component conforming to 

the component metamodel (GRIMACE). A DICM model is conform to the  

GRIMACE Meta-model. Therefore each element of DICM is associated with an 

element of  GRIMACE. 
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